
 
Summer IT Internship in Lakmoos 

👑 You don’t have time to read a novel about this position, we don’t have time to write one. 
 Glimpse through the synopsis and if any of that sparks interest, let’s chat. 

 
 

Hi, my name is John, but you can call me Poli, and I will be your CTO. I prioritize efficient 
communication and productivity over endless meetings. Outside of work, I indulge my 
passion for AI and recharge by taking spontaneous vacations in Italy. 

 
 
🎯 Mission: We answer surveys with data models instead of real people. We aim to replace 20 % of traditional 
surveys with real-time insights by 2030, saving $30Bn in research costs and 35Bn hours of fieldwork globally each 
year. By reducing reliance on traditional surveys, we enable businesses to extract actionable insights faster and 
more accurately, ultimately paving the shortest path to the ideal client and optimizing product portfolios. 

🚀 Vision: Lakmoos makes innovation scalable. Innovator types their idea and instantly knows how likely his idea 
is to succeed and what (s)he needs to do for it. Everyone has a fair shot in solving a world problem. 

🧫 Culture: We are snipers. We seek excellence. We measure success by improvement. We learn from mistakes, 
together. We are honest & respectful. Deadlines are sacred but fluid. 

 

🔎 We are currently looking for interns for AI engineering, Data Science or Front-end Development. 

🏁 Responsible for perfect execution of assigned tasks while learning & seeking opportunities to apply their 
skills across Lakmoos. 

📍Do you want to go on holiday, but you would also appreciate an internship in IT? 
📍Are you enrolled in a bachelor’s degree program in Computer Science or a related field? 
📍Do you love technology? 

⏩ 3x YES? Read a brief description of what we have in our mind about our new IT interns and send us your 
idea! We are not looking for someone perfect, but we want a perfect match for both sides. 

🏠 Our default setting is totally remote, so you can work from the beach or from the cabin in the mountains.  
But if you prefer to work from the office, you can meet us in our office in Impact Hub. 



Main tasks for our interns 

• Testing and debugging software code 
• Data management tasks, such as data cleaning and analysis 
• System administration tasks, such as server maintenance and network management 

 

Necessary skill set 

• Understanding of software development concepts & basic programming skills  
• Positive attitude, strong work ethic & quick learning ability 
• Collaboration in a team and independence in solving personal tasks 

o For AI position: Any Python ML framework (Pytorch, Tensorflow, Keras) 
o For Data Science position: Python, Pandas, SQL, and NoSQL database systems 
o For Front-end position: TypeScript, JavaScript, React 

 
Key tasks 

• Support core staff of Lakmoos as best as you can 
● Find opportunities to find how you can develop your skills while adding value 
● e.g. create a database of unicorns, train ML models, test our code 

 
Benefits 
 
✨ A lot of freedom (own responsibility) 

⏰ Flexible working hours 

🎉 Online and offline events (i.e. summer barbecue) 

🧙♂️ Mentors that can help you grow 

📄.Official certificate and recommendation letter (if earned) 

 

 

Want to join us? 

Send us three sentences about yourself along with your CV or LinkedIn profile: 💌 hr@lakmoos.com 

mailto:hr@lakmoos.com

